Abstract. We prove that if a quasi-tilted algebra is tame, then the associated moduli spaces are products of projective spaces. Together with an earlier result of Chindris this gives a geometric characterization of the tame quasi-tilted algebras. In proof we use knowledge of the representation theory of the tame quasi-tilted algebras and a construction of semi-invariants as determinants.
Throughout the article k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
There is a well-known dichotomy for finite dimensional algebras due to Drozd [16] : every algebra is either tame or wild, but not both. Here a finite dimensional algebra is called tame if, for each dimension d, the indecomposable d-dimensional modules form finitely many oneparameter families. On the other hand, an algebra Λ is wild if the classification of Λ-modules is as difficult as the classification of the pairs of two (non-commuting) endomorphisms of a finite dimensional vector space (the latter problem is considered to be hopeless).
The above definitions of tame and wild algebras are of geometric nature. This encourages people to look for characterizations of representation type, which use properties of geometric objects associated to them, like for example modules varieties (some results of this type can be found in [5, 30] ). In particular, Skowroński and Weyman [29] have proved that a hereditary algebra Λ is tame if and only if all the corresponding rings of semi-invariants are complete intersections. Inspired by this result Chindris has initiated a programme, whose aim is to characterize representation type in terms of (rational) invariant theory [6] [7] [8] . As a result of his studies he has formulated together with Carroll [9] , the following conjecture, which they have attributed to Weyman:
Conjecture. Let Λ be an algebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Λ is of tame representation type. This conjecture has no chances to hold is such generality. Obvious counterexamples are local wild algebras. There is also a counterexample due to Ringel of a triangular (no cycles in the Gabriel quiver) wild algebra, such that all the associated moduli space are points.
The aim of this paper is to verify this conjecture for the quasi-tilted algebras. The implication (2) =⇒ (1) has been proved for the tilted algebras by Chindris [8, Propostion 4.1] . In fact, as it has been explained to me by Chindris, his proof of the implication (2) =⇒ (1) generalizes to the quasi-tilted algebras. More precisely, in [8] Chindris uses a result of Kerner [19] stating that a wild tilted algebras has a convex subalgebra which is wild concealed. In the case of the quasi-tilted algebras one has to use results of Lenzing and Skowroński [21] (every wild quasitilted algebra has a convex subalgebra which is wild almost concealedcanonical) and Meltzer [22] (every wild almost concealed-canonical algebra has a convex subcategory which is wild concealed). Thus in the paper we concentrate on the proof of the implication (1) =⇒ (2) .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall basic facts about quivers and their representations. Section 2 is devoted to a short introduction of quasi-tilted algebras. Next in Sections 3 and 4 we introduce module varieties and semi-invariants, respectively. Moreover, in Section 4 some reduction results for semi-invariants are obtained. Finally, in Section 4 we recall King's construction of moduli spaces and in Section 6 we prove that the moduli spaces for the quasi-tilted algebras are products of projective spaces.
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Quivers and their representations
In this section we present facts about quivers and their representations, which we use in the paper. As a general background we suggest [1, 2, 25] .
By a quiver Q we mean a finite set Q 0 (called the set of vertices of Q) together with a finite set Q 1 (called the set of arrows of Q) and two maps s, t : Q 1 → Q 0 , which assign to each arrow α its starting vertex sα and its terminating vertex tα, respectively. By a path of length n ∈ N + in a quiver Q we mean a sequence σ = (α 1 , . . . , α n ) of arrows such that sα i = tα i+1 for each i ∈ [1, n − 1]. In the above situation we put ℓσ := n, sσ := sα n and tσ := tα 1 . We treat every arrow in Q as a path of length 1. Moreover, for each vertex x we have a trivial path 1 x at x such that ℓ1 x := 0 and s1 x := x =: t1 x . For the rest of the paper we assume that the considered quivers do not have oriented cycles, where by an oriented cycle we mean a path σ of positive length such that sσ = tσ.
Let Q be a quiver. By the path algebra kQ of Q we mean the vector space with a basis formed by the paths in Q and the multiplication induced by the concatenation of paths. If x and y are vertices of Q, we put kQ(x, y) := 1 y kQ1 x , i.e. kQ(x, y) is the space spanned by the paths with the starting vertex x and the terminating vertex y. The kQ-modules may be identified with the k-representations of Q, where by a k-representation of Q we mean V consisting of finite dimensional k-vector spaces V (x), x ∈ Q 0 , and k-linear maps V (α) : V (sα) → V (tα). In particular, if M is a kQ-module and V is the corresponding representation, then V (x) := 1 x M for each x ∈ Q 0 . We will usually identify kQ-modules with the corresponding representations of k. If V and W are representations of a quiver Q, then a morphism ϕ : V → W is given by linear maps ϕ(x) :
We call the elements of By a bound quiver (Q, I) we mean a quiver Q together with an ideal I of kQ such that I ⊆ (kQ 1 )
2 , where by kQ 1 we denote the ideal of kQ generated by the arrows. Given a bound quiver (Q, I) we call the algebra kQ/I the path algebra of (Q, I). Note that if (Q, I) is a bound quiver, then the kQ/I-modules may be identified with the representations V of Q such that V (ω) = 0 for each ω ∈ I ∩ ( x,y∈Q 0 kQ(x, y)). If Λ is the path algebra of a bound quiver (Q, I), then we call Q the Gabriel quiver of Λ. Gabriel proved that (up to isomorphism) Q is uniquely determined by Λ. Moreover, Gabriel's Theorem implies that each quasi-tilted algebra is Morita equivalent to the path algebra of a bound quiver (we also need [18, Proposition III.1.1(b)] for this result). Thus from now on all considered algebras are the path algebras of bound quivers. Observe that if J is an ideal in an algebra Λ, then the Gabriel quiver of Λ/J is a subquiver of the Gabriel quiver of Λ (here this is important that there are no oriented cycles in the considered quivers). If (Q, I) is a bound quiver, then an algebra Λ ′ is called a convex subalgebra of kQ/I if there exists a convex subquiver Q ′ of Q such that Λ ′ = kQ ′ /(I ∩ kQ ′ ). Let Λ be an algebra with the Gabriel quiver Q. For a vertex x of Q we put P Λ (x) := Λ1 x . Then P Λ (x) is an indecomposable projective Λ-module and every indecomposable projective Λ-module is (up to isomorphism) of this form. If V is a Λ-module, then Hom Λ (P Λ (x), V ) = V (x). In particular, Hom Λ (P Λ (x), P Λ (y)) = kQ(y, x). Moreover, if x, y ∈ Q 0 , ω ∈ k(y, x) and V is a Λ-module, then
For an algebra Λ we denote by mod Λ the category of Λ-modules. Next, if Λ is an algebra, then we denote by D Λ the duality mod Λ → mod Λ op , where Λ op is the opposite algebra of Λ, given by
Finally, for an algebra Λ we denote by τ Λ the corresponding AuslanderReiten translation, which assigns to each Λ-module M another Λ- 
Let Λ be an algebra with the Gabriel quiver Q. Since there are no cycles in Q, gldim Λ < ∞. Consequently, we may define the bilinear form −, − Λ :
for all Λ-modules M and N. We denote the corresponding quadratic form, called the Euler from, by χ Λ .
Quasi-tilted algebras
A module T over an algebra Λ is called tilting if pdim Λ T ≤ 1, Ext 1 Λ (T, T ) = 0, and T is a direct sum of n pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable Λ-modules, where n is the number of vertices of the Gabriel quiver of Λ. By a tilted algebra we mean the opposite algebra of the endomorphism algebra of a tilting module over the the path algebra of a quiver.
An algebra Λ is called quasi-tilted if Λ is the opposite algebra of the endomorphism algebra of a tilting object in a connected hereditary abelian k-category with finite dimensional homomorphism and extension spaces. Two prominent examples of quasi-tilted algebras are the following: the tilted algebras introduced above and the Ringel canonical algebras Λ(m, λ), where m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ), n ≥ 3, is a sequence of integers greater than 1 and λ = (λ 3 , . . . , λ n ). In the above situation Λ(m, λ) is the path algebra of the quiver
o o modulo the ideal generated by the relations
Due to Happel [17, Theorem 3.1] every quasi-tilted algebra is either a tilted algebra or is of canonical type (i.e. is derived equivalent to a canonical algebra).
A structure of module categories over tilted algebras has been investigated in [19] , while a structure of module categories over quasi-tilted algebras of canonical type has been studied in [21] . We also refer to [28] for a characterization of tame quasi-tilted algebras and to [25] for a description of module categories over so-called tubular algebras, which form an important subclass of tame quasi-tilted algebras. We list some consequences of these investigations.
Let Λ be a tame quasi-tilted algebra with the Gabriel quiver Q. If d is a dimension vector, then there exists an indecomposable Λ-module with dimension vector d if and only if d is a root of χ Λ , i.e. d is a connected non-zero dimension vector such that χ Λ (d) ∈ {0, 1}. We call a root d isotropic if χ Λ (d) = 0. We call a root d a Schur root if there exists a Λ-module X (necessarily indecomposable) with dimension vector d and trivial endomorphism algebra. If X 1 and X 2 are indecomposable Λ-modules such that dim X 1 and dim X 2 are isotropic roots with supp X 1 ∩ supp X 2 = ∅, then either Hom Λ (X 1 , X 2 ) = 0 or Hom Λ (X 2 , X 1 ) = ∅ or dim X 1 and dim X 2 are multiplicities of the same isotropic Schur root. Now assume that Λ is a canonical algebra. The indecomposable Λ-modules can be divided into three classes L Λ , T Λ and R Λ : the class L Λ is formed by the indecomposable Λ-modules X such that dim X(0) > dim X(∞), the class T Λ is formed by the indecomposable Λ-modules X such that dim X(0) = dim X(∞), and the class R λ is formed by the indecomposable Λ-modules X such that dim X(0) < dim X(∞). An algebra Λ is called (almost) concealed-canonical if Λ is the opposite algebra of the endomorphism algebra of a tilting module T , which is a direct sum of indecomposable modules from L (L ∪ T , respectively).
Module varieties
Let Λ be the path algebra of a bound quiver (Q, I). For a dimension vector d we denote by mod Λ (d) the set of representations M of (Q, I) (recall that we identify the Λ-modules with the representations of (Q, I)) such that M(x) = k d(x) for each x ∈ Q 0 . This set can be naturally identified with a closed subset of the affine space
, thus it has a structure of an affine variety (note that under this identification rep Let C 1 and C 2 be closed irreducible subsets of varieties mod Λ (d 1 ) and mod Λ (d 2 ), respectively. By C 1 ⊕ C 2 we denote the closure of the set consisting of all M ∈ mod
In the above situation we call C 1 and C 2 summands of C.
An irreducible component C of mod Λ (d) is called indecomposable if the indecomposable modules in C form a dense subset of C. If C is an irreducible component of mod Λ (d), then there exist uniquely (up to ordering) determined indecomposable irreducible components C 1 , . . . , C n of C such that C = C 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C n [11, Theorem 1.1] (see also [23] ). We call the above presentation the generic decomposition of C.
Now we present description of the indecomposable irreducible components in the case of the tame quasi-tilted algebras, which follows from [5] . 
where e x , x ∈ Q 0 , are the standard basis vectors of Z Q 0 . We denote the space of semi-invariants of weight θ by k[C] θ . One easily observes that
We present a method of constructing semi-invariants, which in the case of quivers is due to Schofield [26] , and has been generalized to the case of bound quivers independently by Derksen and Weyman [13] and Domokos [14] (we also refer to [13, 14] for the proofs). Let Q be a quiver and d a dimension vector. Fix sequences x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ) of vertices of Q. Put kQ(x, y) := i∈ [1,n] j∈ [1,m] kQ(x i , y j ).
If φ = (φ i,j ) i∈ [1,n] j∈ [1,m] ∈ kQ(x, y) and M ∈ rep Q (d) for a dimension vector d, then we obtain a map
If, in addition, i∈ [1,n] 
Then c φ d is a semi-invariant of weight θ φ , where 
If we have sequences x, x ′ , y and y ′ of vertices of a quiver Q, φ ∈ k(x, y) and φ ′ ∈ k(x ′ , y ′ ), then we may define the element φ ⊕ φ ′ ∈ kQ(x · x ′ , y · y ′ ) in the obvious way, where x · x ′ and y · y ′ are the concatenations of the respective sequences. Observe that
for each M ∈ rep Q (d). Consequently, we get the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let x, x
′ , y and y ′ be sequences of vertices of a quiver Q, φ ∈ k(x, y) and
is a dimension vector and
We can interpret the above construction using projective presentations. Let Λ be a factor algebra of kQ for a quiver Q. As above let x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y m ) be sequences of vertices of a quiver Q, and φ ∈ kQ(x, y). If we put
and
then we may view φ as a map P Λ (y) → P Λ (x) (note that every map between projective Λ-modules is of this form some x, y and φ). Observe that
φ) may be identified with the induced map Let Λ be an algebra with the Gabriel quiver Q. Moreover, let V be a Λ-module with projective dimension at most 1. If φ : Q → P is a projective presentation of V such that φ is a monomorphism, then θ φ = dim V, − Λ , hence is independent on φ. It will be often useful to associate semi-invariants to modules of projective dimension at most 1 in a "regular" way. Thus assume in addition that c is a dimension vector such that P Λ (c) = ∅, where P Λ (c) is the subset of mod Λ (c) consisting of the modules with projective dimension at most 1. Let x be a sequence of vertices of Q such that
c(x) . Since there exist an epimorphism P Λ (x) ։ V for each Λ-module V with dimension vector c and P Λ (c) = ∅, there exists a sequence y of vertices of Q such that dim P Λ (x)−dim P Λ (y) = c. Let X Λ (c) ⊆ kQ(x, y) be the set of monomomorphisms P Λ (y) ֒→ P Λ (x). Obviously, if φ ∈ X Λ (c), then Coker φ ∈ P Λ (c). On the other hand, if V ∈ P Λ (c), then there exists φ ∈ X Λ (d) such that Coker φ ≃ V . In fact we have even more.
Lemma 4.3. Let Λ be an algebra and c a dimension vector. If V is a non-empty open subset of P Λ (c) and
U := {φ ∈ X Λ (c) : Coker φ ∈ V},
then U is a non-empty open subset of X Λ (c).
Proof. Let Y Λ (c) be the set of ψ = (ψ(x)) x∈Q 0 such that, for each We will also need the following. (
Proof. Using Lemma 4.3, it is sufficient to prove the first assertion. Let φ 1 , . . . , φ m ∈ X Λ (c) be such that c 
, is not a zero function, hence the claim follows. Now we use the above construction to describe generating sets of semi-invariants. We present two such sets. Depending on the situation, this will be more convenient to use one of them.
Let Λ be an algebra with the Gabriel quiver Q, d a dimension vector, C an irreducible component of mod Λ (d), and θ a weight such that implies that there exists a dimension vector c such that the weights θ and c, − kQ are d-equivalent. Consequently, we may assume that we only consider weights of this form.
It clear that P kQ (c θ ) = ∅ (the category rep Q is hereditary), hence also X kQ (c θ ) = ∅. It follows from [6, Corollary 2.5] that the semiinvariants c
We list some consequences.
Proof. Write C = C ′ ⊕ C ′′ . By assumption there exists φ ∈ X kQ (c θ ) and M ∈ C such that c φ C (M) = 0. Without loss of generality we may assume 
Then there exists an open subset
Proof. There exist φ 0 ∈ P kQ (c θ ) and M ∈ C such that c φ 0
This is a regular function and we take U := Φ −1 (k × ).
Now we present the second construction. As above let Λ be an algebra with the Gabriel quiver Q, d a dimension vector, C an irreducible component of mod Λ (d), and θ a weight such that SI[C] θ = 0. Next let Λ C := Λ/ Ann C, where Ann C := M ∈C Ann M. Consequently, C is a faithful irreducible component of mod
. It is quite easy to observe that the generic decomposition of P C (θ) is of the form
for some dimension vectors c 1 , . . . , c n , such that c θ,C = c 1 + · · · + c n . Obviously c 1 , . . . , c n are the generic summands of c θ,C (at P C (θ)). If we put θ i := c i , − Λ C , then we call the presentation θ = θ 1 + . . . + θ n the generic decomposition of θ at C. Moreover, we call θ 1 , . . . , θ n the generic summands of θ at C.
As a first consequence we get the following. 
Proof. Let c 1 , . . . , c n be the dimension vectors corresponding to the weights θ 1 , . . . , θ n , respectively, in the sense explained above. The set
, contains an open subset of P C (θ). Lemma 4.4(2) implies that SI [C] θ is spanned by the semi-invariants c
for all V 1 ∈ P Λ C (c 1 ), . . . , V n ∈ P Λ C (c n ), hence the claim follows.
As a next consequence we obtain the following useful fact. 
Proof. 
is surjective. Since C is irreducible, this is also injective, and the claim follows.
Moduli spaces
Let Λ be an algebra, d a dimension vector, and C an irreducible component of mod Λ (d). If θ is a weight, then a Λ-module M ∈ C is called θ-semistable if there exists f ∈ SI[C] pθ , for some p ∈ N + , such that f (M) = 0. King [20] has proved that M is θ-semistable if and only if θ(dim M) = 0 and θ(dim N) ≤ 0 for each submodule N of M. We denote by C We will show that Φ 
for each φ ∈ U.
Moduli spaces for tame quasi-tilted algebras
Let Λ be a tame quasi-tilted algebra, d a dimension vector, C an irreducible component of mod Λ (d), and θ a weight such that C ss θ = ∅. The aim of this section is to prove that M(C) ss θ is a product of projective spaces. Let Λ ′ := Λ/ Ann C. We know that there exist Schur roots d 1 , . . . , d n such that
where
. Using Lemma 5.1, we may assume that d 1 , . . . , d n are isotropic. Now let c 1 , . . . , c m be the generic summands of c θ,C at P Λ ′ (c θ,C ). Using Corollary 4.9 we may assume that, for each j ∈ [1, m], P Λ ′ (c j ) does not contain a dense orbit. Since P Λ ′ (c j ) is an indecomposable irreducible component, this implies that there exists infinitely many indecomposable Λ ′ -modules of dimension vector c j , for each j ∈ [1, m]. This also means that, for each j ∈ [1, m], there exists infinitely many indecomposable Λ-modules of dimension vector c j , hence c 1 , . . . , c m are isotropic roots of χ Λ (using more detailed knowledge of mod Λ one could also show that they are Schur roots, but we will not use this). Proof. This is a part of [15, Theorem 7.1] . One may also give a more direct proof, using a description of the semi-invariants for concealedcanonical algebras (the support of h is a concealed-canonical algebra) which imply that q∈N SI[mod Λ (nh)] q h,− Λ is the polynomial ring in n + 1 variables (see [4, Proposition 6.2] ).
